INTRODUCTION
============

What concepts are centrally important to students' understanding of biology but difficult to teach and learn in the context of introductory biology? Specifically, are there concepts so integral to the discipline that, without mastery, students cannot move forward to gain a deeper understanding of a topic? These questions galvanized our group of biology educators to explore the recent literature on *threshold concepts* and transformational learning. In this essay, we 1) provide a brief introduction to candidate threshold concepts specific to biology, 2) use *variation* as a possible exemplar threshold concept to demonstrate how one might bring this tacit concept to the foreground in a curriculum, and 3) pose implications for instruction and research questions regarding threshold concepts in biology that deserve dialogue within the biology education community.

As biology educators with expertise in genetics, ecology, and evolutionary biology, our group initially came together to discuss crosscutting concepts that were integrative and bridged our subdisciplines. We subsequently discovered a literature base focused on "threshold concepts" and the proposal that there exist domain specific concepts that, when mastered, can transform learning. This idea of "threshold concepts" originated with the foundational papers of [@B30] and [@B31]). While much of the support for the existence of threshold concepts is currently based on interviews of subject experts and students, we find the idea of such concepts provocative and potentially fruitful. As such, we put forth this essay to spark discussion within the biology education research community. If threshold concepts do exist, then they deserve attention in the context of reimagining biology curricula. For example, threshold concepts could provide targets for instruction and offer integrative learning opportunities in alignment with the core concepts outlined in *Vision and Change in Undergraduate Biology Education: A Call to Action* ([@B1]). We offer this essay not as an exhaustive review of threshold concepts literature, nor as evidence for the existence of threshold concepts, but rather as a summary of our thoughts for how proposed threshold concepts might connect with our collective work in biology education research and curriculum development.

DEFINING THRESHOLD CONCEPTS
===========================

Meyer and Land ([@B30]; also see [@B31]) coined the term "threshold concepts," defining it as a set of concepts held by experts that are central to reasoning, integration, and mastery in a discipline. Meyer and Land argue that threshold concepts are portal ideas that open up a "previously inaccessible way of thinking about, understanding, interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner cannot progress" (Meyer *et al.*, p. 3). Despite limited empirical evidence for "threshold crossing," there is a growing literature base,[^1^](#FN1){ref-type="fn"} primarily from the United Kingdom and Australia, that has begun to identify and gather evidence for threshold concepts in an array of disciplines. Threshold concepts are characterized by the following qualities: they are *transformative*---causing a shift in a learners' perception of a subject; *irreversible*---once they are understood, the learner is unlikely to forget them; *integrative*---connecting multiple domains; *bounded*---applicable within a discipline and having specific meaning to experts in that discipline; *frequently troublesome*---challenging, counterintuitive, and problematic due to confusion of ideas, misconceptions, or naïve conceptions; and *discursive*---associated with use of specific disciplinary language through discourse ([@B30]; [@B31]; [@B15]; [@B26]; [@B4]). In addition to these qualities, the development of understanding may be associated with a *liminal state* wherein the learner can waver between previously held incorrect ideas and more accurate thinking about a concept. Through this oscillation, a learner may experience dissonance, confusion, and a state of transitional knowledge followed by clarity that often accompanies entry into a community of practice (e.g., from learner of biology to biologist; [@B12]). The idea of threshold concepts is concordant with conceptual change theory whereby movement through and beyond a threshold is a transformational process for the learner ([@B35]; [@B15]). For the purpose of our essay, we consider the idea of threshold concepts as a helpful heuristic through which instructors could effectively evaluate and revise curricula.

Threshold concepts in biology have been described by several authors, namely [@B44], [@B45]), who, through a series of faculty interviews, proposed the following topics that meet some or all of the characteristics of a threshold concept: energy transformation, probability and uncertainty, variability, scale, and hypothesis generation. Taylor further divides threshold concepts into process concepts (e.g., energy transformation) and abstract concepts (e.g., uncertainty, scale, variability). [@B38] integrates Taylor's list of threshold concepts (e.g., variation, probability, uncertainty, scale, randomness) with those within standard content (e.g., genetics, evolution, ecology, cellular metabolism) to propose a model in which threshold concepts can be applied, revisited, and threaded as a web throughout the curriculum to promote transformational learning. These foundational papers helped guide the identification of threshold concepts in interdisciplinary biosciences such as biochemistry (Loertcher *et al.*, 2014).

Although most of the threshold concepts proposed in [@B38] resonated with our group, we were uncertain about the empirical basis for identifying them. Ideally, if a researcher concludes that particular concepts are indeed "threshold concepts," the claim should be grounded in empirical evidence or at least be supported by existing studies of student learning. [@B5] and [@B37] argue that the identification and application of threshold concepts in practice is complex and depends on the discipline and context, instructor experiences, methodologies, and mode of inquiry (i.e., positivist, constructivist, social constructivist, phenomenologist). [@B12] provides a set of questions intended to help identify potential threshold concepts; however, from this and other sources ([@B5]; [@B37]), there does not yet appear to be a consistent process by which threshold concepts are identified and/or verified. [@B40] argues that there are logical difficulties in identifying threshold concepts based on their defining characteristics, and thus it may not even be feasible to use empirical research to support or refute a claim that a concept is a threshold concept. However, we agree with [@B39], who further explain, "Even though our definitions of threshold concepts may not be perfectly precise, we can defensibly posit their existence, and agree upon their most distinctive features, until such time as we find evidence to suggest that we should retract our assertion" (p. 141).

Connections to Frameworks
-------------------------

One impetus for our study was to examine how threshold concepts might synergize with frameworks for learning and curriculum development. In particular, can learning progressions ([@B33]) and the core concepts and competencies outlined in *Vision and Change* ([@B1]), and the "BioCore Guide" ([@B7]) be related to the proposal that threshold concepts are a gateway to mastery?

Learning progressions are described as empirically grounded and testable hypotheses about the progression of students' understanding and use of core scientific concepts, explanations, and related practices ([@B33]; [@B10]). Many learning progressions, both empirical and hypothetical, detail how learners' understanding of a topic or concept changes over a long span of time (e.g., from fourth to 12th grade). It is not uncommon, however, for students to have difficulty moving from basic to more sophisticated levels of understanding ([@B32]; [@B25]; [@B46]). In these cases, is it possible that a particularly troublesome threshold concept sits at the juncture between the two levels of understanding? Does the threshold concept, once perceived and mastered by the student, allow him or her to proceed to the next level of a learning progression? Oftentimes, moving forward in a learning progression is much more complex than understanding or applying one concept. Could it be that reaching a more sophisticated level along a learning progression requires intersection or integration of multiple threshold concepts? In support of this idea, [@B24] have previously suggested that high-level understanding of community ecology involves reasoning about variation at different scales of biological organization. If we view this research done in a learning progression context through the lens of threshold concepts, we could argue that this high-level of understanding requires an integration of two or more candidate threshold concepts such as variation and scale.

In biology, if we foreground the learning of concepts such as variation, scale, randomness, and uncertainty in curriculum, and view them through a lens of threshold concepts we could develop more effective ways to help students overcome the challenges of understanding these concepts. In particular, recognition that learning is not linear and requires liminal space for iterative exposure, application, and feedback seems essential to a curriculum emphasizing such threshold concepts. The "BioCore Guide" ([@B7]) does not mention threshold concepts specifically, but provides a framework for thinking about places in the curriculum where proposed threshold concepts might help to frame overarching principles. Triangulating threshold concepts, learning progressions, and core concepts and competencies in biology could lead to a powerful approach for curriculum development. With iterative exposure to and practice with proposed threshold concepts throughout a curriculum, we hypothesize that students could more effectively integrate core concepts and gain competency in science skills. In other words, emphasizing threshold concepts could provide targets for instruction, helping to move students along a learning progression more successfully with greater attention on integrating biology core concepts and competencies. Synergies found here could strengthen the connection between theory and practice.

Exploring Variation as a Threshold Concept
------------------------------------------

Because threshold concepts are a nascent idea with limited empirical support, and the process for identifying and verifying threshold concepts is still in development, we have chosen to focus on one proposed threshold concept in biology: variation. We describe the literature base on students' knowledge and reasoning about variation and then propose how variation could be used to inform curriculum development and instruction in undergraduate biology courses.

*Vision and Change* ([@B1]) suggests integrating genetics and evolution throughout the core concepts for biological literacy, stating: "Students should demonstrate an understanding that the diversity of life evolved over time by processes of mutation, selection, and genetic change." While biologists may agree that "nothing in biology makes sense except in light of evolution" ([@B16], p. 125), studies in biology education have consistently reported that students have difficulty understanding evolution ([@B2]; [@B34]; [@B22]; [@B42],[@B43]).

Perhaps one of the roots of misunderstanding about evolution lies with the proposed threshold concept of variation. Variation is key to understanding evolution but is rarely a focus of study or instruction in and of itself. In their comprehensive book about biological variation, [@B23] describe how the concept of variation is essential for understanding of biology and is considered implicitly throughout the study of biology at all scales, yet variation explicitly receives little attention as a subject of study. [@B38] proposed that the underlying abstract ideas of *variation* make understanding evolution difficult. In grappling with the concept of variation, students need to integrate several interconnected processes, including recognizing that phenotypic and genotypic variation exists within populations, that variation is inherited by offspring in units (i.e., alleles), and that gene expression changes over time (development) and is modulated by both temporal and spatial environmental variation. Students' preconceptions and their difficulty grasping the overarching role of variation affects not only how they make connections between key components of evolutionary processes but also how they apply their understanding to novel and complex situations in biological and ecological systems ([@B44]). Nevertheless, a traditional undergraduate biology curriculum for majors often introduces evolutionary processes, assuming that students already understand variation and further assuming that students have the ability to build on this understanding in new contexts ([@B42],[@B43]).

Given that variation is key to understanding evolution, what might makes it a possible threshold concept? We have observed that troublesome thinking about biological variation often comes at the novice level, when students lack observational experience and when cells and organisms are presented as essential prototypes with little recognition of the biological variation present at different scales within species. Such troublesome thinking about variation is revealed by statements such as "all mutations are bad" or "variation in science is error." In a series of interviews with adults and children, [@B41] asked about the variation observed *within* species and found, consistent with our anecdotal observations, that "most individuals appear to doubt that species members can, and do, vary on virtually all dimensions" (p. 1059), resulting in an inability to comprehend evolution even at the most basic level. For a deeper understanding of variation, a learner needs to become aware of the spectrum of possible values or qualities of one state in order to compare and distinguish its existence from another state ([@B13]). For example, one would need to recognize the relationships between individual organisms, populations, and species, and how they can be distinguished from one another by means of their genotypic and phenotypic variation.

As our group began to consider biological variation more closely, we found additional common misunderstandings, complexities, and relationships with other proposed threshold concepts. [@B36] and [@B21] found that students connect the concept of variation to randomness and uncertainty (other proposed threshold concepts) in explanations of genetic drift and natural selection. [@B14] related variation to the complex concept of scale, from the micromolecular level of allelic variation to organismal- and population-level variation. In their study, they found students gained the capacity to model and reason about variation with greater efficiency and parsimony as they gained proficiency in the language of biology and the capacity to connect complex concepts.

The concept of variation, as bounded by the discipline of biology and more specifically by the subdisciplines of genetics and evolution, is usually described using nuanced and precise language and nomenclature (e.g., alleles, multigenic, variance, polymorphic, mutant vs. wild type, polyploidy) that is likely to be overwhelming to students. In addition, students often struggle to differentiate and articulate the levels, or scales, at which variation can act ([@B3]; [@B17]). For example, there is variation among DNA sequences, alleles, genotypes, and phenotypes, in addition to variation in gene expression during development, and variation at the organism and population level. When students gain a mastery of the language of variation and recognize that the terms are all describing variation at different dimensions and levels of biological scale, this may transform their thinking about genetics and evolution and their ability to reason about variation in a mechanistic way to explain biological phenomena.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION
============================

The presentation of variation in recent publications such as the "BioCore Guide" ([@B7]) and in major textbooks is primarily in the context of genetic mutations or random assortment and recombination in meiosis. In chapters on Mendelian and transmission genetics, variation is often presented as only two options (e.g., white or purple, wrinkled or smooth, dwarf or tall, big *A* or little *a*). In a sense, standard curricula often intentionally simplify or obscure variation in order to highlight more obvious patterns of inheritance. This approach of oversimplifying variation likely makes it even more difficult for students to scale up the connection between genetic variation at the level of mutation and allele to the full spectrum of organismal variation acted on by natural selection and genetic drift. The new *AP Biology Curriculum Framework* (College [@B9]) does focus on variation at all scales, yet does not make explicit the role of the environment as a modulator of gene expression leading to phenotypic variation, nor does it describe the randomness of genetic drift as an important mechanism for manipulating variation at the population level. We believe that bringing the many levels of variation to the foreground of instruction could aid in the integration of related core concepts. For instance, we might revise the BioCore Guide's overarching principle associated with evolution ([@B7]) to read "All living organisms vary, yet share a common ancestor" and then allow students to observe, explore, measure, model, and explain variation (e.g., how and to what extent do organisms vary?).

If variation is a threshold concept and is a gateway to mastery, then how might it be foregrounded in the curriculum? In [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we propose one way to layer different levels of variation in a curriculum hierarchy to emphasize variation at all scales. Although students generally learn early on that the origin of variation is a mutation in DNA, they do not necessarily translate this idea to the impact of such a mutation on phenotypic, population, and species variation. Students' understanding of variation is further complicated by the role of gene function, selection, and drift and interaction among species as stimulated and modulated by the environment ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, because variation is taught in multiple courses, in different contexts, with different vocabulary and different emphases, students may understand the origin of variation in a genetics unit but be unable to apply this understanding to more complex scenarios dealing with variation in ecology and evolution. Focusing on the mechanisms of variation through experiments, modeling, data visualization/analysis, and other means ([@B28]; Lehrer *et al*., [@B47]; [@B19]; [@B14]) may allow students to understand, explain, and connect the small- to large-scale consequences of variation from the level of genotype and phenotype to population and species.

![Biological variation from genetic, micro/molecular level to phenotypic, population, and species level, all modulated to a greater or lesser extent by environment. Variation can be defined in terms of origin, mechanisms, and consequences.](es9fig1){#F1}

We agree with [@B4] that "experiencing variation" should be an explicit goal within the curriculum. Students need instructor guidance to help them notice and make sense of variation within a more "expert" disciplinary framework ([@B20]). [@B28] explain that learning to reason about variation using data leads to inferences that are integrative. As such, this experience is transformative for the learner and "ideally, it results in new (epistemic) worlds" (p. 636). "Variation is ubiquitous, and being able to reason about its qualities comprises a form of literacy with very broad scope" (p. 676). Furthermore, we believe that *experiencing variation* through scientific practice rather than passively seeing, hearing, or reading about variation is a pathway for integrating and connecting core concepts of genetics and evolution as well as science competencies in a concrete way. This idea is consistent with [@B18], who recognized variation as a concept, practice, and epistemology for understanding evolution from a learning progression perspective.

We hypothesize that, in order to cross the threshold that variation may present, students need to observe variation, model it, hypothesize about it, manipulate it, measure it, analyze it, interpret it, and explain it, all with guidance. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an example of such a process: a 4-week project-based unit that integrates genetics and evolution through scientific inquiry, with students applying scientific practices in an investigation of phenotypic variation ([@B6]). The unit asks students to examine variation in two genetically distinct populations of plants (*Brassica rapa*) that are exposed to two different environments. The curriculum flow is depicted as a linear progression in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; however, students' experience and practice with variation is iterative, reflective, often circuitous, and cumulative. In this curriculum, students repeatedly return to troublesome language and challenging concepts, allowing them to pay more attention to the concept of variation. At the start of the unit, students gather initial observations of phenotypic variation in plant stem color. Then they propose a biological rationale or reasons for the variation in the form of a conceptual model and a mathematical model (i.e., *V*~P~ = *V*~G~ + *V*~E~ + *V*~GE~), leading to hypotheses and an experimental design to test the model, followed by data visualization (e.g., histograms, raw data distributions, box-and-whisker plots, bar chart of means and SDs), data analysis and interpretation, and, finally, a concluding explanation regarding the patterns and variation they observe. This example of a variation-enriched curriculum allows students to experience biological variation through scientific practice.

![Example 4-week curriculum investigating anthocyanin pigment inheritance and expression in *Brassica rapa* Fast Plants, including example student-generated data as histograms with variation represented as distributions ([@B6]). This curriculum combines core competencies ([@B1]) with the candidate threshold concept of variation and associated concepts outlined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](es9fig2){#F2}

We argue here that thinking about variation as a threshold concept can inform instructors as they design learning opportunities and experiences for students. We have described one example ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There are many other ways to foreground variation as a threshold concept using various aspects of scientific practice (e.g., students can observe, measure, model, and compare biological variation in human populations, populations of insects, or plants lining campus walkways). Several authors offer other practical approaches for improving instruction and course design using threshold concepts ([@B11]; [@B27]; [@B8]). These strategies include consideration of "liminal state(s)" that students may need to navigate in their learning and creating opportunities for iterative exposure and application of such potential threshold concepts as variation.

The value of teaching variation is not new, nor is the intentional use of threshold concepts as a heuristic for curriculum development. However, we have offered a new perspective on how to foreground the proposed threshold concept of variation for curriculum development in biology. [@B4] contend that when students can use a threshold concept within the conventions of the discipline, they have transformed their understanding. Students who are able to cross the "variation threshold" may have the capability to recognize, apply, model, and manipulate biological variation. Thus, they may be able to design tests for hypotheses to explain biological variation and the essence of the evolutionary process in a wide range of novel and complex systems ([@B44]).

Presupposing variation as a threshold concept raises several questions: What further empirical studies would confirm variation as a threshold concept? What are the dimensions of variation (biological dimensions, statistical dimensions) or any threshold concept that should be included in curricula? How can we detect whether and when learners have crossed a threshold? With more questions sure to emerge, we feel threshold concepts are an area ripe for dialogue, debate, research, and pedagogical use.

CONCLUSION
==========

In this essay, we engaged in a discussion that presupposes that threshold concepts exist and must be mastered before students can make progress in a discipline. We offered the idea that threshold concepts could provide a bridge that spans concepts and competencies and a means to triangulate frameworks for learning (i.e., learning progressions and *Vision and Change*), thereby integrating often disparate parts of a curriculum. We have found this examination and exploration of threshold concepts to be a powerful exercise, offering a new perspective for curricular design, instruction, and assessment, and for generating hypotheses about our students' learning. Despite the dearth of empirical research on proposed threshold concepts in biology, we chose to examine the research on students' understanding of variation, a candidate threshold concept. The concept of variation meets many of the proposed criteria for a threshold concept, but definitive empirical research is needed to provide evidence that this concept, in fact, represents a threshold, with consequences to student learning when mastery remains elusive or is unattainable. We hope to inspire researchers and educators to examine threshold concepts in biology, to consider threshold concepts as synergistic with other research areas (e.g., learning progressions), and to ask whether and to what extent highlighting threshold concepts in curriculum development and instruction might lead to improved student learning.

See online bibliography compiled and maintained by Michael Thomas Flanagan at University College London: [www.ee.ucl.ac.uk/∼mflanaga/thresholds.html](http://www.ee.ucl.ac.uk/~mflanaga/thresholds.html).
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